**D4472** DELTA FORCE 2: THE COLOMBIAN CONNECTION  
(USA, 1990)  
(Other titles: The Colombian connection; Operation Stranglehold; Stranglehold: Delta Force II)

**Credits:** director, Aaron Norris; writer, lee Reynolds.

**Cast:** Chuck Norris, Billy Drago, Bobby Chavez.

**Summary:** Action/adventure film set in contemporary South America. The corrupt defense minister of the South American country of San Carlos is protecting Ramon Cota (Drago), the local drug kingpin, from arrest by the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration. Cota’s men attack the local DEA command post and kill everyone inside. Back in the U.S., the elite Delta Force commanded by Vietnam veteran Col. Scott McCoy (Norris), is activated to arrest Cota in mid-air while a jet on which he is a passenger is briefly in American air space. McCoy and his buddy Bobby Chavez carry out the arrest without incident, but Cota is freed on a legal technicality and manages to murder the wife and son of Chavez before fleeing back to San Carlos. Chavez follows Cota to San Carlos in order to kill him, but is captured along with other DEA agents, and is tortured and killed by Cota. McCoy then organizes an operation of the Delta Force to rescue the DEA agents and put an end to Cota.
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